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August 5, 2020 

 
Dear Belmont Families, 
 
As we continue to face challenging times, we must do so together. The school year ahead will look 
different than years past.  It will require: 

● A collective effort to provide a healthy environment 
● Attention to a socially and emotionally safe experience for our students and staff 

These factors will directly support the positive academic experiences that Belmont families have come to 
expect for their children.  We will approach this work with an intentful eye on equity and access for all of 
our students. 
 
We are thankful for the support, patience, and dedication of our faculty, staff, and families as we move 
forward in a unique time in history with the goal of a successful school year for every child. 
 
This document outlines the plans for Belmont Public Schools’ reopening in fall 2020.  Its contents have 
been presented to the School Committee for their review during meetings in July and August.  The 
options outlined will be formally voted on during their August 11, 2020 meeting. 
 
Any final “return-to-learning” decision will be made in collaboration with the Belmont Health 
Department and will follow all state and local guidelines. As such, final plans may be altered by external 
factors as we get closer to the start date.  The district will be ready to pivot to a different option at any 
time when conditions dictate. 
 
We will update this plan as necessary during the month of August. 
 
Respectfully, 
John P. Phelan 
Superintendent of Schools 
Town of Belmont 
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Acknowledgements 
 

 
There is an African Proverb, “If you want to go quickly, go alone.  If you want to go far, go 
together.”  During this time of global pandemic the Belmont Public Schools -- like all public 
school districts across the Commonwealth -- must do both at the same time; go quickly and far. 
The urgency of this moment requires us to make timely decisions within strict deadlines from the 
Department of Elementary and Secondary Education (DESE).  Our dedication to the safety and 
welfare of all members of our school community demands that we attend to a long list of critical 
details.  In order to do so successfully, we have relied -- and will continue to rely -- on the active 
participation of the following members of the Belmont Public Schools community:  

● BPS Educators 
● Parents/Guardians who have attended meetings, completed surveys, and submitted 

questions and concerns 
● BPS School Principals and Assistant Principals 
● BPS Curriculum and Program Directors 
● BPS Technology Department 
● Members of the “2020-2021 Planning Group” 
● Members of the Belmont Education Association (BEA), especially members of the Joint 

Labor-Management team 
● PTO/PTA Presidents and Co-Presidents for Burbank, Butler, Wellington, Winn Brook, 

Chenery, and High School 
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● The Belmont Police Department 
● The Belmont Fire Department 
● The Belmont Health Department 
● Aftercare program Directors for the Burbank, Butler, Wellington, Winn Brook, and 

Chenery Schools 
● The Belmont School Committee  
● The District leadership team 
● The Massachusetts Association of School Superintendents 

 
We gratefully acknowledge the efforts and input of these stakeholders.  We sincerely thank each 
of them for their effort and dedication to this important work, especially the guidance and 
leadership of our School Committee members. 
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Vision 
 
As child advocates with expertise, we must be primarily focused on what is best for students.  In 
response to the public conversation about what teaching and learning should look like during this 
time away from the classroom, it is the responsibility of the entire community to articulate this 
new reality. 
 
Aspirational Goals: 

● Keep equity for all students as the foundation for the work we do. 
● Provide a safe and comfortable environment for students and staff to ensure health and 

safety; develop well-defined roles and protocols and the training to implement them. 
● Recognize social & emotional health and well-being as a prerequisite to academic 

growth; if students do not feel emotionally safe they cannot learn. 
● Make sure academics will be robust and move learning forward for all Belmont children. 
● Furnish professional development for educators in preparation for all teaching and 

learning options. 
● Support families with resources and guidance. 
● Ensure a common vision of teaching and learning. 
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Process Timeline 
 
The work of articulating a “return-to-learning” plan began as far back as last spring.  Even before 
we closed out the 2019-2020 school year, dedicated members of the BPS community began 
planning for the opening of the 2020-2021 school year.  The following are a few of the most 
important mile markers: 
 

● May 26, 2020: Preliminary planning for 2020-2020 to School Committee 
● June 9, 2020: Draft Plans for 2020-2021 to School Committee 
● June 16, 2020: FY21 budget and federal funding School Committee meeting 
● June 17, 2020: Summer technology professional development offered to staff throughout 

summer 
● June 25, 2020: DESE Initial Fall School Reopening Guidance 
● June 29, 2020 School Opening Family Survey Results to School Committee 
● July 14, 2020: Fall 2020 Student Device Information 
● July 16, 2020: Feasibility Study in all Schools submitted to DESE and School Committee 

and Community Forum 
● July 17, 2020: DESE Fall Return to Learning updated guidance documents 
● July 31, 2020: Preliminary Plans due to DESE 
● August 4, 2020: Formal presentation of “return-to-learning” plans to School Committee 
● August 6, 2020: School Committee-sponsored “Community Forum” 
● August 5-10, 2020: Parent/Guardian survey 
● August 11, 2020: Formal vote on “return-to-learning” plans by School Committee 
● August 12, 2020: Submission of selected “return-to-learning” plan to DESE 
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Community Concerns Received 
 
Throughout this process the significant input from BPS educators and Belmont parents/guardians 
guided our work. Concerns include: 

● Student safety 
● Switching between 

models 
● Robust remote 

learning options 
● State-run LMS remote 

learning program 
● Safety protocols 
● COVID-19 testing of 

students and educators 
● Coordinating students 

from the same family 
who attend different 
schools 

● Cohorting 
neighborhoods or 
family friends 

● Learning options 
during quarantine 

● Staying socially 
connected with peers 
during remote 
learning 

● Excessive screen time 
● Full-time vs. Part-time 

Kindergarten 
● Kindergarten tuition 
● Flu season 
● Special Education 

services & regression 
● 504 services & 

regression 
● Cameras in the 

classroom & “live 
streaming” lessons 

● Effectiveness of 
online art & music 
instruction 

● Equity 
 

● Aftercare availability 
● Fostering a sense of 

classroom community 
● Support for students 

transitioning to a new 
school 

● Curriculum changes 
● Making up for lost 

learning 
● Borrowing books 

from the library 
● Sharing materials 
● Medically 

compromised students 
and teachers 

● Air exchange / HVAC 
● PlusPortal vs. 

“Academic Hub” 
● Maintaining physical 

distancing 
● Mid-year school 

closure 
● “Looping” teachers 
● Elementary school 

assignments 
● Impact on families 

and work schedules 
● Technology reliability 

and support 
● After School clubs, 

teams, and activities 
● Discipline for students 

who refuse to comply 
with safety protocols 

● Supply lists 
● Homeschool 

curriculums 
● Contact tracing 

responsibility 

● Learning gaps 
● Recorded & Archived 

lessons 
● Assessment/Grading 
● Outdoor classrooms 
● Community service 

graduation 
requirements at BHS 

● English Language 
instruction 

● Physical distancing 
during recess 

● Technology support 
for parents/guardians 

● Family notification for 
confirmed cases 

● Physical distancing in 
the cafeteria 

● Common spaces such 
as hallways, 
auditoriums, and 
libraries 

● Regular “deep 
cleaning” of schools 

● METCO 
transportation 

● Support during the 
college application 
process 

● Social-Emotional 
trauma 

● Effective internet 
filters 

● Teachers working 
outside their area of 
licensure 

● Enforcing Governor’s 
quarantine order 
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● Legal liability 
● Later start times for 

older students 
● Stigmatization for 

students with 
“complex” learning 
profiles  

● Bus safety 
● Advanced Placement 

(AP) curriculum 
● Small group and 1:1 

instruction 
● School funding 

● PPE availability 
(especially 
faceguards) 

● Students who feel 
unchallenged and 
need enrichment 

● Impact of cleaning 
chemicals 

● Parent/Guardian 
volunteers 

● Prioritizing 
elementary needs 

● MCAS 

● Lost instructional time 
due to safety protocols 

● Executive functioning 
support 

● Bathroom sanitation 
protocols 

● Snow days 
● Educator training on 

technology 
● Internet access (not 

just device access) 
● Educator shortage 

 
Knowing what the most important areas of concern were from our community allowed us to 
focus our efforts.  In a time of such uncertainty, this feedback enabled us to be certain of our 
priorities. 
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Introduction and Guidance Documents 
 
This document outlines the plans for Belmont Public Schools reopening in fall 2020. The plans 
were presented to the School Committee for their review and approval during meetings on 
August 4, 6, and 11, 2020.  The final decision on which plan to implement will be made in 
collaboration with the Town of Belmont Department of Health and will follow all state and local 
guidelines.  However, we understand that any formal decision may be altered closer to the 
anticipated start date; BPS must be ready to pivot to a different option at any time when 
conditions dictate, such as a change in public health data or changes to public guidance from our 
government leaders. 
 
DESE Commissioner Jeff Riley released Initial Fall School Reopening Guidance on June 25, 
2020.  Final guidance, entitled Remote Learning Guidance for Fall 2020, was released on July 
24, 2020.  Both of these documents, along with the documents for many other aspects of 
schooling and health, can be found on the BPS website in the School Opening Fall 2020 section. 
 
Since school closed on March 16, 2020, district leadership has communicated with the public 
via: 

● Superintendent’s Bulletins and Summer Newsletters directly emailed to parents/guardians 
and educators 

● Documents presented at School Committee meetings 
● Surveys for the public to submit feedback 
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For reference, all bulletins, presentations, and documents are listed below, as well as on the BPS 
website page, along with Superintendent Bulletins as School Opening Fall 2020 under 
COVID-19 information.  Documents include: 

● Planning for 2020-2021 School Committee Meeting Presentation (May 26, 2020) 
● Feedback on Draft Plans - School Committee Meeting Presentation (June 9,2020) 
● School Opening Fall 2020-2021 Update & June 10 Survey Results from families 

regarding June 9 Draft Plan 
● DESE Initial Fall School Reopening Guidance (June 25, 2020) 
● Superintendent’s School Opening Fall 2020 Bulletin #1 (June 25, 2020) 
● Fall 2020 Student Device Information 
● Update on School Opening Fall 2020-2021 / June 10 Survey Results Sent to Belmont 

Community regarding June 9 Draft Plan - School Committee Presentation (July 16, 2020) 
● Feasibility Study in all Schools (July 16, 2020) 
● Superintendent’s School Opening Fall 2020 Bulletin #2 (July 17, 2020) 
● DESE Fall Return to Learning Updated Guidance Documents (July 24, 2020) 

○ DESE Fall Remote Learning Guidance - Final 
○ DESE Fall Reopening Facilities and Operations Guidance vF 
○ DESE Fall Reopening K-12 Transportation Guidance vF 
○ DESE Guidance on Fall 2020 Special Education Services 
○ DESE Guidance for Courses Requiring Additional Safety Considerations vF 
○ DESE Fall School Reopening Frequently Asked Questions as of 7-10-2020 
○ DESE Health Protocols 

● Superintendent’s School Opening Fall 2020 Bulletin #3 (July 27, 2020) 
● School Opening Options for Fall 2020, questions, and survey Superintendent’s Bulletin 

#4 (August 5, 2020) 
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https://www.belmont.k12.ma.us/bps/Committee/Public-Documents/Article/2833/July-16-2020-School-Committee-Public-Documents
https://www.belmont.k12.ma.us/bps/Home/Belmont-Public-Schools-News/Article/2835/School-Opening-Fall-2020-Superintendents-Bulletin-2#.XyBiK1VKjIU
https://www.belmont.k12.ma.us/bps/Administration/School-Opening-Fall-2020
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https://www.belmont.k12.ma.us/bps/Portals/0/docs/covid19/DESE%20Guidance%20for%20courses%20requiring%20additional%20safety%20considerations%20vF.pdf?ver=2020-07-27-114007-943
https://www.belmont.k12.ma.us/bps/Portals/0/docs/covid19/DESE%20Fall%20Reopening%20Frequently%20Asked%20Questions%20as%20of%207-10-20.pdf?ver=2020-07-27-114007-943
https://www.belmont.k12.ma.us/bps/Portals/0/docs/covid19/Protocols%20for%20responding%20to%20COVID-19%20scenarios%207_17_2020%20vF.pdf?ver=2020-07-28-144359-350
https://www.belmont.k12.ma.us/bps/Home/Belmont-Public-Schools-News/Article/2841/A-Message-from-the-Superintendent-DESE-Remote-Learning-Guidance-for-Fall-2020#.XyCQalVKiM8
https://www.belmont.k12.ma.us/bps/Home/Belmont-Public-Schools-News/Article/2849/2020-21-School-Opening-Options-and-Survey-and-Questions#.Xys7UihKiUk
https://www.belmont.k12.ma.us/bps/Home/Belmont-Public-Schools-News/Article/2849/2020-21-School-Opening-Options-and-Survey-and-Questions#.Xys7UihKiUk


 

 
Opening Plan Options 
 
This summer DESE tasked all school districts to conduct a “feasibility study” for three options of 
reopening: 

1. In-person instruction 
2. Hybrid instruction that combines in-person and remote 
3. Full-remote learning 

 

 
Full, In-Person Instruction Model 
 
Planning for this model rests on a set of fundamental assumptions: 

1. It is safe for all people (including vulnerable populations) to be in school. 
2. There are no restrictions on activities. 
3. Attending school in person is the primary option for enrolled students (with the exception 

of medically vulnerable students and families who may require a remote-only option). 
 
In early July, a feasibility study was conducted in order to determine the viability of a full, 
in-person return.  Critical to this process was the conducting of “pressure tests” in every 
classroom at each school in the district.  These tests relied on DESE’s 3-foot spacing standard 
between student chairs.  The worksheets from the study are linked here: 

● Belmont High School 
● Chenery Middle School 
● Burbank Elementary School 
● Butler Elementary School 
● Wellington Elementary School 
● Winn Brook Elementary School 

 
Based on the findings from the feasibility study, we determined that it is not possible to safely 
bring all students and staff into the buildings and maintain the required distance.  In most 
classrooms district-wide, enrollment exceeds student capacity.  Dividing students into smaller 
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groups and using other spaces within the building would require more staff than is available. 
Additionally, using spaces in other buildings in town would require more teachers, professional 
aides, nurses, and school leaders in order to create safe spaces.  The FY21 budget does not have 
the capacity to fund the creation of additional spaces to meet the 3-foot required distance for this 
option.  Therefore, full, in-person learning is not a safe option for fall 2020 for the Belmont 
Public Schools.  
 
 
Hybrid Instruction Model 
 
A hybrid model of instruction reduces the number of students who attend in person by dividing 
the population into two cohorts (A and B).  The reduced number of students in the building at 
one time increases the distance you can have between students and decreases the density of 
students in the classroom.  This results in improved air flow and reduces the possibility of 
transmission, especially when students and staff wear masks. 
 
Planning for this model rests on a set of fundamental assumptions: 

1. It is safe for students and staff to be in school in small groups to allow for 6-foot physical 
distancing. 

2. Masks will be worn at all times. 
3. Substantial facilities and health protocols will be in place. 

 
Although there may be minor variations in hybrid schedules from school to school depending on 
the level, all hybrid models are built with similar “big ideas”: 

● Elementary Schools big ideas: 
○ ELA, Math, Science, and SS on in-person day 
○ Art, music, physical education on remote learning day 
○ “X” Block for additional support and/or reinforcement of content taught 
○ Teacher preparation and meeting blocks held before or after students arrive 
○ Cohorting of students  

● Middle School big ideas: 
○ ELA, Math, Science, and SS on in-person day 
○ Art, music, physical education, world languages, health, engineering on remote 

learning day 
○ “X” Block for additional support and/or reinforcement of content taught 
○ Teacher preparation and meeting blocks held before or after students arrive 
○ Cohorting of students (wherever possible) 

● High School big ideas: 
○ Keep BHS Program of Studies unchanged 
○ Goal of scheduling all courses that students signed up for last spring 
○ Students receive direct instruction with a teacher, independent & group work, and 
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project-based learning (P-BL) opportunities 
○ Provide a combination of in-person and remote; dividing students into Cohort A 

& B 
○ “X” Block for additional support and/or reinforcement of content taught 

 
All three models incorporate the concept of an “X” block into their big ideas.  This block may be 
used for additional support and reinforcement of the content taught during in-person and remote 
instruction.  Individual schools may additionally shape these blocks in unique ways, including 
for: 

● Tutoring 
● Homework support 
● Counseling appointments with School Social Workers or Psychologists 
● Guidance lessons 
● Library consultation 
● Advisory opportunities 
● “Office hours” 

 
The district explored many variations of the hybrid model -- starting with 12 and narrowing 
down to 7 -- for the School Committee to review and discuss: 

Proposal Brief  
Description 

Pros Cons 

1. Younger students 
full in-person; all other 
grades remote learning 
only 

Younger grades return 
fully in-person, but are 
physically spread 
across different district 
schools: 

● PreK-2 in their 
current 
elementary 
schools 

● 3-4 @ BHS 
● 5-6 @ CMS 

 
Older grades remain 
remote: 

● 7-8: Remote 
● 9-12: Remote 

● Youngest 
students – who 
struggle the 
most with 
remote learning 
– do not have 
to go remote 

● Younger 
children – who 
are most in 
need of 
childcare – are 
in school, 
freeing 
parents/guardia
ns from worry 
and allowing 
them to work 
full-time 

● Greater 
percentage of 
“Complex 
Need” students 
are in PK-6 
would not need 
a special model 

● Does not meet 
the needs of 
those older 
students who 
might also 
struggle with 
remote 
learning 

● Not enough 
educators to 
adequately 
address class 
sizes/ratios 

● School 
leadership 
spread across 
multiple 
schools 

● Bus 
transportation 
concerns 

● If secondary 
teachers & 
administrators 
are used to 
support 
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 elementary 
classes, 
professionals 
are working 
well outside 
their area of 
certification 
and expertise 

2. Morning or 
afternoon, but eat at 
home 

½ of the students 
attend in the morning, 
leaving before lunch 
 
½ of the students 
attend in the 
afternoon, arriving 
after lunch 
 
Students receive 
synchronous remote 
instruction when they 
are not in school 
 

● More 
opportunity for 
“deep cleaning” 
between 
cohorts 

● Fewer 
transitions for 
younger 
students 

● Complex 
logistics around 
lunch and 
recess not 
present 

● Opens the 
cafeteria to 
other uses 

● “Grab n’ Go” 
meals could be 
available for 
exiting students 

● Concerns 
about 
transportation 
issues and 
costs (for all 
students) 

● Transportation 
challenges for 
METCO 
students, 
especially 

● Increasing 
interruptions 
on families; no 
days are fully 
covered 

● “Grab n’ Go” 
meals not 
available for 
entering 
students  

● Parent/Guardi
an surveys 
showed this as 
the least 
popular option 

 

3. Day-by-day, but 
Wednesday at home 

½ of the students 
attend each day on 
alternating days 
 

● Cohort A: 
Monday & 
Thursday 

 
● Cohort B: 

Tuesday & 
Friday 

 
● Wednesdays 

all remote with 
prepared work 
(asynchronou
s) while 
teachers are 

● Students 
receive direct 
instruction 
more 
consistently, 
with a clear 
beginning day 
and ending day 
each week 

● The remote 
day could 
consist of 
independent 
work related to 
the in-person 
days 

● Teacher lunch 
coverage is 

● Less frequent 
student-to-teac
her 
engagement. 

● Lack of 
momentum; 
too much start 
and stop for 
students 

● Routines 
would be very 
difficult to 
establish 

● More difficult 
for families 

● Concerns 
about 
transportation 
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in planning 
meetings 

 

easier to 
address 

● Built-in time for 
staff meetings, 
collaboration, 
planning, PD 
(which will be 
desperately 
needed) 

issues and 
costs (for all 
students) 

 

4. Day-by-day in 
couplets, but 
Wednesdays at home 

½ of the students 
attend in two-day 
couplets, with one day 
remote for all to allow 
teachers to prepare 
 

● Cohort A: 
Monday & 
Tuesday 

 
● Wednesdays 

all remote with 
prepared work 
(asynchronou
s) while 
teachers are 
in planning 
meetings 

 
● Cohort B: 

Thursday & 
Friday 

● Same as above 
(Model 3) 

● Somewhat 
more 
momentum by 
experiencing 
consecutive 
days 

 
 
 

● Same as 
above (Model 
3) 

5. Week-by-week ½ of the students 
attend each week on 
alternating weeks 

● Students 
receive direct 
instruction 
more 
consistently, 
with a more 
familiar 
beginning day 
and ending day 
each week 

● The remote 
week could 
consist of 
independent 
work related to 
the in-person 
days 

 
 

● Having 
children out a 
whole week 
risks stunting 
momentum; 1 
week gap 
between when 
students 
connect with 
their teachers 

● For youngest 
students it 
could be like 
coming back 
from February 
break each 
time in terms 
of re-learning 
routines 

● For older 
students 
remote week 
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may feel like 
the week 
before 
vacations 

 
 

6. Every two weeks ½ of the students 
attend for two week 
stretches on 
alternating “fortnights” 

● Positive health 
aspect: 2 
weeks 
encompasses 
COVID-19 
symptom 
timeline 

● Having 
children out a 
whole week 
risks stunting 
momentum; 2 
week gap 
between when 
students 
connect with 
their teachers 

● May be 
especially 
challenging for 
students to 
make 
consistent 
progress with 
2 weeks out of 
the building 

 

7. More pros than cons ½ of the students 
attend each day on 
alternating days, M-F 
 
Wednesdays ½ with 
afternoons remote 
with prepared work 
(asynchronous) while 
teachers are in 
planning meetings 
 
All days shortened by 
60 minutes to 
accommodate 
contractual 
requirements for 
teacher preparation & 
meetings (all others 
could be 
accommodated during 
the day) 
 
In-person days: ELA, 
Mathematics, Social 
Studies, Science, and 
Remote days: 
Specials (World 

● Longer 
academic 
blocks 
maximize 
instructional 
time 

● Opportunity for 
“deep cleaning” 
between 
cohorts 

● “Grab n’ Go” 
meals available 
for all students 

● The remote ½ 
day could 
consist of 
independent 
work related to 
the in-person 
days 

● Built-in time for 
staff meetings, 
collaboration, 
planning, PD 

● Fewer bus 
transportation 
concerns, 

● Some 
professionals 
are working 
outside their 
area of 
certification 
and expertise 

● Complex 
logistics 
around lunch 
and recess still 
present 

● Less frequent 
student-to-teac
her 
engagement 
than we may 
like 
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Languages, PE, 
Engineering, Art, 
Music, Library, Health) 
 
Maintains traditional 
start and end times for 
teachers for each 
school. 

especially for 
METCO 
students 

 
We endorse hybrid model #7, as it incorporates the highest number of positive aspects from 
several other  proposals.  For this reason, we call it “More pros than cons.”  In this model, 
students in Cohort A attend in-person on Mondays and Thursdays and remotely on Tuesdays and 
Fridays.  Students in Cohort B do the opposite; they attend remotely on Mondays and Thursdays 
and in-person on Tuesdays and Fridays.  The cohorts alternate attending for half days on 
Wednesdays.  On week 1, Cohort A attends on Wednesday; on week 2, Cohort B attends on 
Wednesday.  On weeks that are shortened because of a holiday (such as Columbus Day holiday 
that falls on a Monday) Wednesday students would follow the Monday schedule so that both 
cohorts receive their two days of in-person instruction.  In this model, one set of teachers 
provides instruction in-person, while another set provides remote instruction at the same time. 
 
One particular advantage of this model is that students with “complex” learning needs (defined 
by DESE as, in part, students with disabilities, English learners, economically disadvantaged) 
would attend in-person all days, receiving instruction with their in-person cohort on one day and 
additional services and support on the other day, while also participating in some of the remote 
learning classes with their cohort (on a computer at school or at home). 
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Here are sample schedule frameworks for elementary and middle school students.  In a 
traditional schedule, teachers have preparation time when their students are in another class, such 
as art or music.  As you can see in this sample, teachers would have their preparation and 
meeting time before students arrive and after they leave: 

 
 
This hybrid format -- 2 days in, 2 days out, early release, etc -- is consistent with many 
neighboring districts: 

● Lexington 
● Winchester 
● Weston 

 
Here is a sample student schedule for elementary and middle school students enrolled in a hybrid 
model: 
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Here is a sample teacher schedule for elementary and middle school students enrolled in a hybrid 
model: 

 
At both the elementary level and middle level, hybrid schedules are created to ensure that 
students experience all classes, core (ELA, Math, Science, and Social Studies) and specials, 
known as “encore” at Chenery (Art, Music, PE, Library, Health, Engineering, etc).  All K-8 
students will be engaged in core instruction when in school and will have specials/encore 
instruction when out of school for remote learning.  In these initial versions of the schedule, on 
Wednesdays students experience ½ days, which is familiar for Belmont students in a traditional 
school year. 
 
An initial draft schedule was shared with elementary faculty and staff for them to respond to. 
They are continuing the iterative process of schedule development based on the feedback 
received. 
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This example is presented for illustrative purposes only.  Please note that any final schedule that 
is implemented may look different than the draft above. 
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An initial draft schedule was shared with Chenery faculty and staff for them to respond to.  They 
are continuing the iterative process of schedule development based on the feedback received. 
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This example is presented for illustrative purposes only.  Please note that any final schedule that 
is implemented may look different than the draft above. 
 
At the high school it is not as easy to designate some classes as in-person and others as remote 
and still offer all the courses in the Program of Studies.  The proposed initial hybrid models 
under development for the high school operate on the principle that the Program of Studies is 
kept whole and students take the classes they signed up for last spring.  Half of the periods are 
taught on one day, the other half on the other day.  During the remote day, students are working 
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in teams with their classmates on collaborative activities in which they develop and apply the 
concepts taught on the in-person day. 
 
As with the elementary and middle level models, a particular advantage of this model is that 
students with “complex” learning needs (defined by DESE as, in part, students with disabilities, 
English learners, economically disadvantaged) would attend in-person each school day. 
 
An initial draft schedule was shared with BHS faculty and staff for them to respond to. They are 
continuing the iterative process of schedule development based on the feedback received.  

 
This example is presented for illustrative purposes only.  Please note that any final schedule that 
is implemented may look different than the draft above. 
 
Cohorting: For all levels, students enrolled in a hybrid model will be placed in cohorts that keep 
siblings together (preK-12) and manage bus capacity (given the limited number of students 
allowed on a bus).  Other considerations include balancing groups for a variety of considerations, 
among them: 

● Gender 
● Individualized Education Plans (IEPs) 
● English learners 
● Social-emotional needs 
● Equity 
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Some families have also requested grouping students by neighborhood. While this will be 
considered whenever possible, the other determinants will take priority. 
 
Remote-only Need: We recognize that there will be some students who are unable to attend 
hybrid in-person instruction due to their own or a family member’s medical concerns.  The 
district will provide a Belmont Public Schools’ sponsored remote model that will be available to 
all students who require it. 
 
 
Full Remote Learning Model 
 
In the full remote learning model, all students are at home receiving synchronous, live instruction 
via the device they received from the school district (or their own device if they chose not to 
receive a district device). 
 
Remote learning will be significantly different than it was during March to June 2020. 
Instruction will be synchronous and live; at times it will be the whole class and at times smaller 
groups.  All classes will be required, attendance will be taken, and students will receive 
feedback, be assessed and graded. 
 
Planning for this model rests on a set of fundamental assumptions: 

1. The safety of being in school in September is uncertain due to the continuing number of 
COVID-19 cases. 

2. All students will have a device (1:1 model) and remote learning will be scheduled 
synchronously and required. 

3. All levels (elementary, middle, and high school) would follow a traditional schedule with 
modifications to accommodate a remote learning environment, simply enacted remotely. 

 
If we are able to begin the school year in a hybrid model and then have to switch to a remote 
model for a period of time due to changes in conditions, it is likely that we would maintain the 
schedule of the hybrid model for our elementary and middle school students.  At the high school 
it is likely that the students’ schedule would pivot to the traditional high school schedule. 
 
Important to note, students will not necessarily be on a screen all day.  For example, there may 
be times when the teacher assigns the student to complete a task or learning activity on their 
own, perhaps with pencil and paper, and then return to the virtual classroom later in the block. 
While students can be expected to be engaged for a full day of instruction in a fully remote 
model, that should not be mistaken for a full day of screen time.  
 
All students will have Belmont Google accounts and will access curriculum materials through 
Google Classroom.  We will also be using other apps to support learning and sharing work.  To 
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that end, teachers and staff have spent this summer participating in professional development on 
“virtual schooling.”  Remote learners and families will be supported by two Technology 
Integration Specialists that were hired with funding from the federal CARES Act.  There will 
also be a central academic hub or access point for all students and families, as well as technology 
tutorials to support younger learners.  The district IT staff will continue to support students and 
parents/guardians experiencing technical difficulties. 
 
As noted above, family feedback on the student experience in Spring 2020 sought a more robust 
online and instructional experience.  Families will experience significant change in this third 
phase of remote learning: 

 Phase I Phase II Phase III 
(if remote) 

Dates 3/20/2020 – 3/31/2020 4/1/2020 – 6/17/2020 September 2020 

Mode “Online Educational 
Support & Enrichment” 

 
Student-led learning 

“Remote Learning” 
 
 
Educator-directed learning 

“Virtual School” 
 
 
Synchronous educator-led 

learning  

Focus 
Area(s) 

- SEL connection 
 
- Re-teaching 
 
- Enrichment 
 
 
 
- Resources 

- SEL Connection 
 
- Resources 
 
- Curriculum advancement 
as the learning 
circumstances permit 
 
- New meaningful and 
productive learning 
opportunities 

- SEL Connection 
 
- Resources 
 
- Curriculum advancement 
for all students 
 
 
- New meaningful and 
productive learning 
opportunities 

Student 
Expectation 

- Role: Leaders of their 
own learning and 
collaboration 
 
 
- Engage in the work that 
teachers are providing 
 
 
 
 
 
- Check email each 
morning for messages 
from teachers 
- Reply to messages 
 
- Read daily for at least 60 
minutes 

- 50% of the time of a 
regular school day (~3 
hrs), per Commissioner 
Riley’s recommendation 
 
- Complete and submit 
opportunities within 
deadlines (5-12), and 
Engage in daily specified 
activities that families will 
receive by email (K-4) 
 
- Check email each 
morning for messages 
from teachers (5-12) 
- Reply to messages (5-12) 
 

- 100% of the time of a 
regular school day 
 
 
 
- Attend classes online 
according to a 
synchronized schedule 
 
 
 
 
- Access all assignments 
through an “Academic 
Hub” 
 
 
- Additional homework time 
(grade-level appropriate) 
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- Read daily for at least 60 
minutes (5-12), and 30 
minutes (K-4) 

Teacher 
Expectation 

- Role: Facilitator and 
Supporter 
 
- Post assignments that 
allow students to practice 
(re-teaching) or deepen 
understanding 
(enrichment) of previously 
learned content 
 
 
 
- No posting of recorded 
lessons 
 
 
 
- “In-facing” meetings with 
colleagues 
- “Out-facing” meetings 
with students 
  
- Address individual 
questions from students or 
parents/guardians in a 
timely fashion 
 
- Direct students to online 
learning resources 

- Role: Facilitator and 
Instructor 
 
- Collect and assess 
assignments for 
completion (for credit or no 
credit) (5-12), and prepare 
and send via email to 
families daily specific 
schedule of 
activities/learning 
opportunities (K-4) 
 
- Post pre-recorded 
lessons (original or 
sourced online; i.e. Khan 
Academy) 
 
- “In-facing” meetings with 
colleagues & “Out-facing” 
meetings with students 
 
 
- Address individual 
questions from students or 
parents/guardians in a 
timely fashion 
 
- Direct students to online 
learning resources 

- Role: Instructor and 
Facilitator 
 
- Collect and assess 
assignments, providing 
feedback and grading 
- Collect and assess 
assignments, including 
online quizzes and tests 
 
 
 
 
- Synchronous / Real-time 
lessons 
 
 
 
- Daily “in-facing” meetings 
with colleagues 
- Daily “out-facing” 
meetings with students 
 
- Address individual 
questions from students or 
parents/guardians in a 
timely fashion 
 
- Direct students to online 
learning resources 

Platforms 
Used 

- Google Meet 
- Zoom 
- Google Classroom 
- PlusPortal 

- Google Meet 
- PlusPortal 
- Google Classroom 
- Teacher-directed 
platforms 

- Google Meet 
- PlusPortal 
- Google Classroom 
- Teacher-directed 
platforms 

Grading 
Expectation 

- Not mandatory, therefore 
no grade 

- Pass/Fail/Incomplete 
grade 

 Traditional (letter) grade 
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Proposed Calendar 
 
On July 27, 2020 DESE Commissioner Reilly and the Massachusetts Teacher Association 
(MTA) signed a Memorandum of Agreement allowing all public school districts ten days of staff 
training, resulting in school being opened for students at a later date.  This MOA changes the 
school year from 180 days to 170 days.  The revised calendar and first day of school for students 
will be voted on by the School Committee at the August 6, 2020 meeting.  A copy of the MOA is 
available at:  

● DESE Additional Staff Training Days this Fall & MOA 
 
As a result of this agreement, the School Committee will review and vote the following changes 
to the Belmont school calendar: 

● The first day of school for educators will be on September 1, 2020 
● The first day of school for students will be on September 16, 2020 
● An additional Professional Development Day for educators will be on November 3, 2020 
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Original school calendar 2020-2021: 

 
Proposed school calendar 2020-2021: 
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Appendices 
 
 

A. Safety & Nursing Protocols 
 
In DESE’s June 25 guidance and subsequent memos, the following health and safety 
requirements have been central to discussions about reopening.  
 

DESE Requirement Belmont Actions 

Students in grade 2 and above are 
required to wear a mask/face covering 
that covers their nose and mouth. Masks 
are encouraged for students in PK, K, 
and Grade 1. 

The district will require all students PK 
and above to wear a mask/face covering. 
Masks will be provided by families, but 
the district has purchased extra masks to 
have in each location for those who need 
one. 

Adults, including educators and staff, are 
required to wear masks/face coverings. 

All faculty and staff will be required to 
wear masks that the district will provide. 
 
The district has also purchased a number 
of “smile” masks and face shields for 
certain staff members who need these 
specialty products based on their 
specific role. 

Masks/face coverings are required to be 
worn by everyone on the bus during 
school bus transportation. 

Masks will be required for all adults and 
students on school buses. 

Districts are encouraged to aim for 6’ of 
physical distancing when feasible, and 3’ 
is the minimum distance allowed. 

Belmont will aim for a 6’ of distance 
standard.  Per DESE guidelines, we will 
ensure a minimum of 3’ of distance on 
school buses. 

To the extent possible, chairs should be 
spaced 6’ apart and facing the same 
direction. 

All classrooms will be configured with 6’ 
of physical space between student chairs 
and they will be placed facing the same 
direction. In other spaces where tables are 
used, students will be configured so they 
are up to 6’ apart and not facing each 
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other or the tables will be temporarily 
replaced with desks. 

Alternative spaces in schools (e.g., 
cafeteria, library, and auditorium) 
should be repurposed to increase the 
amount of available space. 

The district is actively exploring the need 
for this.  Some of our specialty 
classrooms (music, art, etc) will be 
available as these teachers will teach 
remotely in any fully-remote or hybrid 
model. 

Additional safety precautions are 
required for school nurses and/or any 
staff supporting students with 
disabilities in close proximity when 
distance is not possible. 

The district has purchased additional 
personal protective equipment (e.g., face 
shields, gloves, disposable gowns) for 
these staff members. 

Schools should divide students into     
small groups that remain with each      
other throughout the day. 

Elementary students will remain with 
their homeroom cohort for the vast 
majority of the school day. At the middle 
school, the team structure provides us 
with a familiar cohorting structure to 
minimize exposure.  
 
At the high school, cohorting in this way 
is not possible. We will use the schedule 
to minimize exposure, but overall 
students will still mix. 

Families and caregivers should check for 
symptoms each morning before sending 
their children to school. A checklist of 
symptoms has been provided. 

The district will communicate this 
expectation to families and provide them 
with the list of symptoms to look for. 
Temperature checks are not required, as 
this is not considered to be a reliable 
method of screening for the virus. 

Students and staff are required to exercise 
hand hygiene upon arrival to school, 
before eating, before putting on and taking 
off masks, and before dismissal. 

Hand sanitizer and stations have been 
purchased and will be distributed to all 
buildings. In schools with sinks in 
classrooms, handwashing protocols will 
be followed. Hand sanitizer will be used 
in places where sinks are not present. 
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Schools must ensure that they have an 
isolated space available for students 
displaying COVID-19 symptoms 

The district has identified an 
isolation room at each school in 
close proximity to the health clinic. 
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B. Facilities and Operations Protocols 
 
In DESE’s guidance and subsequent memos, the following facilities and operations requirements 
have been central to discussions about reopening.  
 

DESE Requirement Belmont Actions 

Hand washing or sanitizing stations in 
commonly used areas such as entries and 
exits, bathrooms, classrooms, libraries 
and shared activity spaces, water 
fountains that require touch to operate, 
mask break areas, next to meal 
distribution and consumption areas. 

The district will comply with this 
recommendation. 

Cleaning and disinfecting of schools 
occur daily for shared spaces and 
furniture and several times a day for 
high-touch surfaces. 

The district has had protocols in place 
regarding this recommendation since 
last spring. We will align them with 
DESE guidelines. 

Increase outdoor air ventilation as much 
as possible with open windows or doors 
when appropriate and safe-indoor spaces 
without windows should have adequate 
HVAC capabilities for the space, clean 
ventilation system, upgrading filters.  

The district has had protocols in place 
regarding this recommendation since 
last spring. Additionally, the district 
will provide an outside assessment of 
air exchange in all buildings, has 
purchased high grade filters, and 
adjusted HVAC univents to increase 
airflow.   We will align with any 
additional DESE guidelines. 

Signage throughout school and 
playgrounds reminding students and staff 
to follow proper health and safety 
protocols 

The district will comply with this 
recommendation. 
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Limit sharing of materials, if must share 
then clean before being used by  other 
students 

The district has purchased two sets of 
student learning kits for each elementary 
student that can be kept at home and at 
school in order to eliminate the need to share 
materials. 
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C. Food Services Protocols 
 
In DESE’s guidance and subsequent memos, the following food services operational 
requirements have been central to discussions about reopening.  
 
 

DESE Requirement Belmont Actions 

Preferable for students to eat in 
classroom spaces. 

The district will comply with this 
recommendation, as well as explore 
the use of alternative spaces within the 
building and outside spaces. 

Cafeteria use must have clearly marked 
spaces where cohorts and students can 
sit, maintaining 6 feet of distance when 
unmasked. Students will not mingle with 
other cohorts. Tables and surfaces 
cleaned between use of groups.  

The district will comply with this 
recommendation. 

Ensure food safety training, adjust food 
preparation and service to minimize 
shared items, maintain physical distance, 
deliveries handled in a way that reduces 
crowding, individually packaged to go 
style lunches instead of buffet style 
served to students, non-contact 
pre-payment systems if possible, meal 
serving schedule and distribution that 
limites interactions between classrooms 
and contamination of food items. 

The district will comply with this 
recommendation. 

Meal consumption will ensure proper 
removal and placement of masks before 
eating, six foot distancing wash or 
sanitize hands before and after eating. 

The district will comply with this 
recommendation. 
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D. Transportation Protocols 

 
In DESE’s guidance and subsequent memos, the following transportation requirements have 
been central to discussions about reopening.  
 
 

DESE Requirement Belmont Actions 

All staff and students on the bus, 
regardless of age, are required to wear 
masks at all times. 

The district will comply with this 
recommendation. 

Students should be seated no more than 
one student per bench, alternating sides 
for each row, which allows students to 
maintain approximately 3 feet of 
physical distance.  Children from the 
same household may sit together and in 
closer proximity (e.g., two students per 
bench). 

The district will comply with this 
recommendation. 

Keep windows open at all times during 
operation, unless not possible due to 
extreme weather conditions. 

The district will comply with this 
recommendation. 

Students should be assigned to a single 
bus and a particular seat. 

The district will comply with this 
recommendation. 

Districts should consider adding a bus 
monitor (e.g., volunteer, student leader, 
or staff member) for every bus to ensure 
strict adherence to these health and 
safety guidelines. 

The district will take this recommendation 
under consideration. 

 
As noted above, Belmont will follow DESE guidance on Bus Transportation with allowable 
number of students on a bus.  In 2019-2020 we provided 10 buses which seat 60 children when 
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at full capacity.  In 2020-2021 we are projected to provide 11 buses which will seat closer to ~21 
students when at reduced capacity, lowering our capacity by approximately 40%. 
Please see the diagram below as an example of seating capacity and distancing. 
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E. Arrival/Dismissal Protocols 
 
In DESE’s guidance and subsequent memos, the following arrival and dismissal requirements 
have been central to discussions about reopening.  
 
 

DESE Requirement Belmont Actions 

Modify arrival and departure protocols to 
limit crowding upon student drop-off and 
pick-up. 

The district, through the leadership and 
coordination of the building principals, will 
comply with the DESE guidelines. 

Modify arrival and departure protocols to 
limit crowding upon student drop-off and 
pick-up.  

The district, through the leadership and 
coordination of the building principals, will 
comply with the DESE guidelines. 

District and school leaders should establish 
policies for student entry and dismissal 
including a plan for traffic, drop-off, and 
pick-up that complies with physical 
distancing guidelines. 

The district, through the leadership and 
coordination of the building principals, will 
comply with the DESE guidelines. 

Consider having one bus of students enter 
the building at a time. 

The district, through the leadership and 
coordination of the building principals, will 
comply with the DESE guidelines. 

When weather allows, students who are not 
entering right away should wait outside, 
preferably with members of their cohort, in 
designated areas that are clearly marked for 
physical distancing. 

The district, through the leadership and 
coordination of the building principals, will 
comply with the DESE guidelines. 

Consider how to schedule students who will 
walk or bike to school or will be dropped off 
by car to limit crowding and support 
physical distancing. 

The district, through the leadership and 
coordination of the building principals, will 
comply with the DESE guidelines. 

Consider utilizing multiple entry/exit points 
and pick-up/drop-off locations (e.g., assign 
students/grade levels to different entrances at 
arrival and departure times). 

The district, through the leadership and 
coordination of the building principals, will 
comply with the DESE guidelines. 
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Modify protocols for parent/caregiver 
pick-up and drop-off 

The district will designate appropriate 
pick-up area(s) for parents/caregivers. 
Parents/caregivers will remain in their 
vehicle while waiting for their child. 
Parents/caregivers are expected to maintain 
physical distancing standards and wear 
masks if they exit their vehicle. 
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